Turtle Beach™ Catalina™

7.1 Channel Surround Sound Card with 24bit/96KHz Digital I/O

A versatile, high-quality sound card for enjoying immersive PC game play and multi-channel DVD audio, MP3 or other digital music enhanced with the fullness of multi-speaker surround sound.

Versatile Array of Digital and Analog inputs and outputs

- Optical S/PDIF input and output for record and playback of pure digital audio at resolutions of up to 24 Bits at 96KHz sample rate
- Selectable 2, 4, 6 or 8 analog line output channels with 18 Bit/48KHz resolution for a wide variety of multi-channel options supporting 5.1, and 7.1 speaker configurations.
- External mic/line inputs as well as internal analog CD/aux inputs.

Perfect upgrade for serious PC gamers, DVD movie fans and digital music enthusiasts

- Supports Game Surround Sound APIs such as EAX, A3D, I3DL2 and DirectSound 3D.
- SPDIF output allows for pass-through of Dolby Digital® and DTS® multi-channel DVD sound to external A/V receivers.
- Converts stereo sound sources to multi-channel format, so you can listen to 2-channel MP3 digital music or movies with an enhanced multi-speaker surround sound environment using speakers or headphones.
- Pure surround sound and virtual surround sound from eight analog outputs provides 7.1 surround sound for DVDs, CDs, and MP3s.

Inputs & Outputs

- Mic input
- Stereo Line Input
- Front channels L/R out (1 & 2)
- Rear channels L/R out (3 & 4)
- Center/Sub woofer channels out (5 & 6)
- Surround channels L/R out (7 & 8)
- S/PDIF Out Optical
- S/PDIF In Optical
- Internal input connectors for CD and Aux audio sources.

Software Bundle

- Intervideo WinDVD™ (for surround sound playback of DVDs)
- Voyetra® AudioSurgeon™ LE digital audio editor
- Voyetra Recording Station™ MIDI recording studio.
- Voyetra Record Producer™ LE multi-track MIDI and digital audio sequencer.
- Voyetra Music Write™ LE sheet music editing program.
- Voyetra SoundCheck™ system diagnostic.
- Audio Mixer and control panel.
- Sensaura™ Virtual Ear 3D spatialization system.

VTB Part number: TB120-3430-01
UPC Code: 31855-03430
Box Dimension & Weight: 11.75x3x9 / 1lb
10 Case Pack Dimensions & Weight: 21x17x13 / 11lbs